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Goal
Do you ever have a feeling you are so very close to making a breakthrough in your
income, career, business, relationships . . . or any other area of life that you value? The
NEXT Dimension Principle helps us to understand ourselves, people around us at a
very deep level AND how we can make the breakthrough. Our goal is to help you move
to The NEXT Dimension in every area of life where you desire greater success.

Foundation
We would like to thank The Vision Project for all the connections to
so many amazing people. One of the best exercises we can do is
discover our own life vision. Once we have clarity as to why we were
put on this planet, we are able to understand the “why” behind our
inner drive as to why we are compelled, at the very core of our DNA,
to make a breakthrough to The NEXT Dimension.

www.dnaforlife-laws.com/life-vision

Goals - I Will Make A Dimensional Breakthrough In . . .
1. [ ] - Income / Profit - Current $____________ - Goal $____________
2. [ ] - Hours I Work

- Current _______/week - Goal

_______/week

From 1 to 10, with 10 being the best, how would you rate yourself in the following areas:
3. [ ] - Relational

- Current _______ - Goal

_______

4. [ ] - Stress

- Current _______ - Goal

_______

5. [ ] - Emotional

- Current _______ - Goal

_______

6. [ ] - Spiritual

- Current _______ - Goal

_______

7. [ ] - Life Balance

- Current _______ - Goal

_______

8. [ ] - _____________ - Current _______ - Goal

_______

If we are where we are, and we want to change . . . then . . . why don’t we change?
We have all probably heard “The more we know, the more we know we don’t know.”
If we were to ask you, “What’s a higher number a 2 or a 9?” Most would say “9” thinking
that is an obvious answer.
Look at your goals above. Did you list a goal of a “10” on any of the above areas? If
not, why not? We often won’t write out a “10” because we think of a “10” as being
perfect and think no one can be perfect, so we won’t even set a goal of a “10.”
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When we realize The NEXT Dimension Principle we start to see the world and our lives
in a very different way.
Learning to realize that we see the world from the dimension we are currently in and
that the NEXT dimension it is a very different world is a first step. This white paper will
focus mostly on financials and time but the principles / thoughts shared do apply to all
areas of one’s life.

Why do we not do things we know we should be doing?
Why do I have this feeling I could be earning a lot more money?
If . . . our actions are governed by our thoughts, and those actions
produce results, then it would probably be fair to say that if we change
the way we think, we’ll change our actions.

Our Thoughts produce Actions = Results
If we change the way we think . . . it would make sense that our
results would also then change.

Our Thoughts produce Actions = Results
Don’t forget to Pay It FORWARD as well in directing others to the following website.
When individuals register through this website for this white paper, they will not only
receive this white paper but will enter into a world of mastermind groups and amazing
people who will continue to share insights and wisdom to see amazing success / wealth
in every area of one’s life. www.dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/feedback

Table Of Contents
1. UNDERSTANDING The NEXT Dimension
2. APPLICATION to My Life
3. TAKING ACTION
Action Summary
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1. UNDERSTANDING The NEXT Dimension
We see what we see, understand what we
understand, do what we do and often have a vision
for much more, but do not understand how to get
what we want.
Why?
The NEXT Dimension helps us to understand at a
deep level how to achieve the next level of success
in any area of our life.
http://dnaforlife-laws.com/career-success/#et_pb_accordion_item_68

Why we don’t do the things . . . “We know we should be doing.”
- 1. Do not know the true VALUE of taking action.
- 2. We do not know the true COSTS of not taking action.
- 3. We do not know how to take action based on our current RESOURCES.

In The NEXT Dimension, the rules actually change. For example, when we move
out of the physical atmosphere of earth, into space, the rules change. This is not
only true for our physical world but also in the world in which we think. We’ll
often hear from millionaires or even billionaires that “The first million / billion is
always the hardest. After the first it’s a lot easier.”

Why is this true?
For the first million / billion we are learning to think in a very different way. We’re
learning the new natural laws, how we need to think in a very different way to
make the money and then keep it.
Napoleon Hill

“Whatever the MIND can CONCEIVE and BELIEVE it can
ACHIEVE.”
Zig Ziglar

“You will get all you want in life, if you help enough
other people get what they want.”
The NEXT Dimension helps us to understand the science of the above two
quotes.
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To understand dimensions we can think
of it like sales for a company. Let’s say,
$100,000 in sales is the first dimension.
The next dimension would be $250,000,
then $500,000, one million, 2.5 million, 5
million, 10 million, etc.
Each new dimension jump is roughly
double of the dimension we are in. To
make that jump, we need to think in a
different way than we’re thinking
currently.
This is why we often will see individuals /
companies level off at the top of a
dimension. This is also why something
very interesting is true and hard to
understand. If we’re at one million in sales
it could be easier to get to 2.5 million than
1.3 million. Why?
Imagine that a business has an engine and
that engine has been built, often without
intention, to do one million in sales. We will
call this engine a BOS - Business
Operating System.
It may be very difficult to get an engine that
was designed to do one million to do 1.3
whereas to get to 2.5 we know that we will
need a new engine.
Let’s say that within each dimension there
are ten levels of proficiencies or levels.
When we hit the “10” we move to The
NEXT Dimension.
What’s interesting is what happens right
before we break through to a new
dimension.
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It’s actually the same thing that happens in space
and we call this the Mach 1 Principle.
Understanding this natural law and the story of
Chuck Yeager is helpful for each of us as we move
from one dimension to the next. Day 2 in the on the
following web page.
www.dnaforlife-laws.com/30day
There were other pilots who had the opportunity to break the sound barrier, but
as they approached the top of the dimension they were in, their planes started to
shake and they become fearful . . . and then backed away. Chuck Yeager is the
first one who “trusted the integrity of the system” as he pushed through the fear
and is now known all over the world.
What’s interesting is what happened after he broke through - the plane stopped
shaking. Why? In the new dimension the resistance was no longer at the front of
the airplane but in the rear of the plane.
When we understand the natural laws
involved to move to new dimensions, we are
able to succeed a lot faster and with less
effort.
What is holding you back right now from
achieving your full potential? Share this
white paper with others and then form a
“Coffee Connection” group to work together
to make breakthroughs together.

www.MyCoffeeConnection.org

I believe I am being held back by…
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
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Talk with the individual who shared this
white paper with you. Ask about additional
thoughts as it relates to the four different
styles of leadership and/or coaching.
Which one do you need for you to make
the breakthrough to The NEXT Dimension?
Another interesting natural law is the
“Simple To Complex To Simple Principle”.
Sometimes all we need to do is simplify
things and other times we must add a great
deal of complexity. A great mastermind
group will help us to discern what is the
best course of action.

http://dnaforlife-laws.com/career-success/#et_pb_accordion_item_46

What is one thing in any area of your life that you believe will help you
to earn more money and work less hours and/or move to The NEXT
Dimension in any area of your life?
Area Of My Life / Business AND What I Need To Simplify
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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There are many additional layers within The NEXT
Dimension, but this gives us a great starting point.
Before we move into application though, we want
to share one more advanced application.
Most
of
us
struggle
with
RAPID
IMPLEMENTATION. Most of us will read this, and
think “this is most interesting”, but then not take
action. Why do 3% of the people achieve 97% of
the results? It seems to be, in large part, due to
RAPID IMPLEMENTATION which is quickly taking
action. The faster we take action, the faster we’ll
know if something works or if it doesn’t.
We are often tentative, miss opportunities and
never even realize it. It’s really too bad that we don’t get a bill every month detailing how much
money and time we lost due to being tentative and not taking action.
What we will recommend next will probably
be a huge stretch to you and you will
probably resist it. If you choose to “trust the
integrity of the system”, then you will gain
the benefit that comes from that. If you do
not . . . well . . . you’ll never know or
experience what “could have been” if you
had trusted.
This model helps us to realize that, for most
of us, when we have an idea and don’t
implement it fast enough, it costs us lot of
wasted time and money. That is the grey.
What we are encouraging you to do is trust
the individual who provided this white paper
to you and follow their recommendation.
You may say “But . . . I don’t even know
them, how do I know I can trust them?”
That’s a great question and the only way
you’ll know the benefit of trusting someone
is to do it. That is one of the biggest applications you can make as it relates The NEXT
Dimension Principle.
In the next section “Application to My Life”, there are some simple, easy and free solutions to
implement and then there are more advanced solutions that require more time and a financial
investment. Obviously, the more advanced solutions will produce faster and stronger results
with less effort on your part.
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2. APPLICATION to My Life
To move to The NEXT Dimension, there is a short term price we must pay to achieve
the long term success.

List the “Pros” of changing . . . of taking action.
List out all the benefits in every area of your life to moving to The NEXT Dimension.

Write out what you “see,” what you are “hearing,” what you are “experiencing,
feeling, sensing, touching.” The stronger the feeling, how much you can
experience the benefits, the pleasure, the joy, the ecstasy of the RESULTS. . .
the more likely your THINKING will change and be willing to pay the short term
price to gain the long term benefits. Reference Page #2 for what you desire in
life.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Once we have experienced
the future of what we want we
now need to figure out how to
THINK in a different way.
What’s strange about the
human brain / thinking is that
we often believe that we alone have the answer to the thinking in a different way.
We believe we can figure it out or maybe we know what we need to do, but it’s
often seldom the case.
In most situations, we need others to help us to learn to think in a very different
way. The challenge with that is that we often have surrounded ourselves with
others who tend to think the way we think. Most of the time, to learn to think in a
different way, we need to expand the network of people we’re connected to.
The individual who recommended this white paper belongs to a mastermind
group where you would find some people who tend to think and see life in a very
different way. One of these groups is Legacy Partners which has a large number
of resources designed to help business owners and all those connected to their
business to NEW Dimensions in every area of their life.

www.TheVisionProject.net/LegacyPartners.htm
www.TheVisionProject.net/LP_PopularSolutions.htm

Ask the individual who recommended this white paper as to what
solution they would recommend that you take action on
immediately.
_______________________________________________________________
________________________ Time Required: _______ Financial: __________

Initial what you will do . . .
______ - I will take action on the above recommendation by trusting system.
______ - I will NOT take action on the above recommendation.
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3. TAKING ACTION
If you initialed “I will take action” CONGRATULATIONS as you have made your
life very easy. If you initialled “I will NOT take action” that does NOT mean you
will not be successful or that you will NOT move to The NEXT Dimension, it just
means that you have made it harder and you have reduced the percentage of
success in a shorter amount of time.
If you initialled “No” take another look and considering changing your mind. Ask
yourself . . . “Self, what do I really have to lose?”

1. _____ From a 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest, how fast / what is your
sense of urgency to see the results you desire in area(s) you chose to
move to The NEXT Dimension?
- Date I would like to see results - ___/___/_____
- Date I need to start to take action - ___/___/_____
2. If I were to move to The NEXT Dimension, I believe I would gain an
additional ______ hours a week of extra free time and I would earn
$__________ a year in additional income.
When we plant a seed, we understand
that we will not see immediate results.
We do know that we will most likely yield
a harvest though, at some point in the
future, as long as we’ve planted the
seed in the right soil.
Have faith in the system, trust the integrity
of the system, and you’ll benefit from the
harvest.
Connect with the individual who passed along the link for this white paper, thank them,
and invite them out for coffee. Who else do you know who may be interested in moving
themselves and/or their businesses to The NEXT Dimension? Pass this white paper
along to them and invite them to coffee along with the person who passed this white
paper to you.
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We trust you enjoyed and benefited from reading this as much as we
did from writing it!

Action Summary
Goals - I Will Make A Dimensional Breakthrough In . . .
1. [ ] - Income / Profit - Current $____________ - Goal $____________
2. [ ] - Hours I Work

- Current _______/week - Goal

_______/week

From 1 to 10, with 10 being the best, who would you rate yourself in the following areas.
3. [ ] - Relational

- Current _______ - Goal

_______

4. [ ] - Stress

- Current _______ - Goal

_______

5. [ ] - Emotional

- Current _______ - Goal

_______

6. [ ] - Spiritual

- Current _______ - Goal

_______

7. [ ] - Life Balance

- Current _______ - Goal

_______

8. [ ] - _____________ - Current _______ - Goal

_______

What is the biggest challenge I am facing right now to moving to The NEXT
Dimension in the above areas I would like to improve?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
I will take the following action, starting ___/___/____ (HINT: put today’s
date) and will gain help from the individual who passed this white paper
along to me.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Those Who Will Help Me . . .
Name: ___________________________ Phone: _____________________
Name: ___________________________ Phone: _____________________
Name: ___________________________ Phone: _____________________

Pay It Forward White Papers
Core Concept - Building on the knowledge base of others . . .
Next generational knowledge . . . Any group of four individuals actively involved with
www.TheVisionProject.net i.e. Mastermind Seminars, Coffee Connections, Legacy
Partners Network, Mastermind Partnerships, Profitable Partnerships professionals may
take any one of these white papers, specific to this topic and rewrite it any way they
wish, as long as it adheres to the overall values of for the network and follows the “Pay
It Forward White Paper” format.
The four individuals involved in the original white paper, where the white paper was
originally created, will be recognized for their efforts at the end of your new white paper.
All copyrights for all white papers and everything contained within the white papers will
be held through Life Masteries Institute and The Vision Project.
The accumulation of combined knowledge will create a worldwide effort which we
believe will touch all seven plus billion people on this planet . . . fulfilling the vision for
the www.dnaforlife-laws.com.
The Vision Project network will seek to track all those who have been affected as a
result of all the iterations, the variations of this white paper, as each group of four, add
their own unique knowledge, experience, perspective and insights into the ongoing
generations of what will be shared throughout the world.
We can accomplish far more together than we ever could on our own. Applied to this
type of white paper a new version of the white paper may only have a 1% change. That
1% change could make all the difference in the world.
As you read this white paper did you see something you thought could have been better
shared? Do you believe you have a story that really drives home the point in the white
paper. Would you like to use this white paper to enrich those in your network as well as
expanding your world.
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Step 1:

Complete a 30 MInute Gift Strategy Session www.dnaforsuccess.com/30min-strategy

Step 2:

Connect with 3 other individuals and brainstorm about how you would modify
/ enhance this white paper.
www.dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/pay-it-forward

Step 3:

Inform you lead mentor of your team. They will get everything set up for you.

Questions . . . 888.230.2300 Outside the US . . . 630.393.9909
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About The Authors
We trust you have benefited from our mutual mindshare in this
whitepaper. Please pass along the link to others so they can benefit
as you have. Based on the following information, please feel free to
call anyone of us for a complimentary 30 minute interview / strategy
session to see if or how we might be able to assist you.
Tom Kunz
My Ideal Lead: Broker Owner open to new ideas
What I do . . . Help develop the affluent marketplace
How I help people - Understand their dreams and goals
and then help them achieve them.
Contact Info: 714-267-5955 - kunerc21@aol.com
Alan Stein
My Ideal Lead: Individuals who love beauty
What I do . . . www.tanglewoodconservatories.com
How I help people - Assist architects and other
professionals build powerful business systems.
Contact Info: 410-829-2234 - als@tanglewoodconservatories.com
Kevin King
My Ideal Lead: Individuals seeking health insurance
What I do . . . Build systems to create freedom
How I help people - Assist individuals / business owners
save money on health insurance.
Contact Info: 630-386-5306 kaking@aplanforeveryone.com

Mark Boersma
My Ideal Lead: Business Owner who loves systems
What I do . . . Build BOS - Business Operating Systems
How I help people - Assist business owners build and run
BOS - Business Operating Systems to earn more and
work less.
Contact Info: 630-393-9909 - mboersma@SynergySolutions.net
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Final Closing Thoughts . . .
The following four are what are called the first generation authors of this
Pay It Forward white papers. Each of the four individuals look forward to
reading your version of this white paper. What insights do you and three
other people you know see? Where has it impacted your lives and the lives
of people around you? What other natural laws would you integrate into
The NEXT Dimension principle?
Kevin King
Changing our thinking by even 1% can make a huge difference in the results we see.
By thinking differently we can move into The NEXT Dimension faster with greater
results. Our thoughts will be shaped by our ability to trust the system that is helping us
think differently; even though we don’t understand every detail in full.
Olympic athletes train for decades just for the opportunity to compete
at that coveted, international level every 4 years. Ability is certainly a
factor. Training is a factor. Diet is a factor. Yet the deciding factor
between Gold, Silver & Bronze is often hundredths of seconds, even
into the thousandths! What’s the difference? How the athletes think,
how they envision the results before they’ve even begun the
competition. We, too, can envision the results of The NEXT
Dimension in our lives and what effects it will have on us. The
greatest impact on achieving our results depends enormously on
how good we are as disciplined thinkers, disciplined people and disciplined in taking
action.
Kevin King - 630-386-5306 - kaking@aplanforeveryone.com

------------------------------------------------------------Alan Stein
In higher dimensions, the energy is much more powerful and I am not
strong enough to contain it yet. I cannot “stand” it and as a result,
unconsciously seek to “dissipate” it as quickly as possible. This takes
many forms- from bodily tensions, to eating or talking too much, to
getting angry or worrying. It is the higher level energy tearing me
apart. That is why it seems that “my world starts to shake” as I get
close to a higher dimension. Unless I can learn or grow to contain and
control this higher energy, I will never make the jump to another
dimension. This is also why it is so easy to “fall back”. In the dissipation of the energy, I
give up more of what I already had.
Alan Stein - 410-829-2234 - als@tanglewoodconservatories.com
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Tom Kunz
I wish I had known about The NEXT Dimension Principle when I was
President of CENTURY 21 Real Estate LLC., the largest real estate
franchise company in the world. I’ve always been kind of a dreamer . .
. and what I mean by that . . . is that I believe that anyone can do
anything that they set their mind to do.
When we understand at the deepest level, “the more we know the
more we don’t know,” it continues to keep us humble, like a young
child. Young children learn so much, so quickly, because they are like sponges and
have open minds and hearts. I want to to be like that myself AND I want to be around
other people like that. Understanding The NEXT Dimension Principle at a deep level
helps me and those around me to have that ability.
Tom Kunz - 714-267-5955 - kunerc21@aol.com

------------------------------------------------------------Mark Boersma
Of the 250+ natural laws discovered over the last 25+ years, this is
one of the most powerful in my opinion. It helps us to see the amazing
future we could have in every area of our lives, and then understand
the science of how to get there.
This natural law helps us to have unlimited patience, understanding
and hope for ourselves and others . . . while at the same time raising
our level of expectations, if we / others choose to move to new
dimensions of success. Our level of success is 100% our choice!
The layers within The NEXT Dimension Principle are potentially infinite. I have
benefited not only in business, but also in my marriage of 30 years. It has helped me to
better understand and connect with my seven children and apply it to really every
person I connect with.
Mark Boersma - 630-393-9909 - mboersma@SynergySolutions.net
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